
Ultra Cavalls del Vent 84K – 2012 

Near the top of the first monster climb, weather conditions seriously deteriorating. Photo: Ian Corless. 



The 84K CdV course begins with a 6200′ climb.  Right out of the gate.  Well, actually, there’s about 2min 
of hard charging slightly downhill grade through town (Baga) on rain-slicked, uneven cobbles where a 

mass of 1000 runners are funneled into a classic Euro alley-way that is ~12′ wide maybe 30 yards from 
the starting line. Seriously. You can probably imagine the mayhem that ensues. Elbow-throwing and 

shoving at a low-5min/mile pace abounds, and then you hit the hill and within minutes you’re 
undoubtedly anaerobic and everyone around you is running up the hill as hard as they can.  Never mind 

that it’s nearly a two hour climb and only one person ever has got around the whole course–with its 
nearly 20,000′ of vertical gain–in less then 9hr. And a lot of the time the “running” is a hands-on-knees, 
nose-on-the-ground, Euro-death-grunt that will have you dreaming of douche-grade.  And then it starts 

raining. 

Only 30min into the race, and I’m already desperate. Desperately trying to stay on the comfy side of 
nausea, desperately trying to not feel embarrassed, desperately just trying to keep up.  I’ve just re-
passed Dakota on one of those grunt sections–I’ve gotten relatively efficient at this mode of uphill 

travel–and despite our best, breathless efforts we’re still just barely managing to hang in the top-10 (the 
Salomon Slayers triumvirate of Kilian, Tofol, and Miguel are already far out of sight) when Dakota offers, 
with more than a hint of frustration in his voice, “Yeah man, just imagine what a f****** nightmare a climb 
like this is in a 20mi race.”  I’m pretty sure I wouldn’t be able to go any harder than I already am, even if 

the race were only 20mi. 

Half-way up the hill I decide this is insane and that if I’m going to survive the day I’ve got to find my 50mi 
pace, not persist at what feels like an all-out race to the top of the first mountain.  I watch Dakota and 
equally young Phillip Reiter and Skyracing Spaniard vet Jessed Hernandez and a few other dudes I 

don’t even know gradually pull away from me and I further calm myself by stopping for a minute to sit on 
a log and take off and loosen my right shoe as a neuroma in that foot is burning so much on the 

extended climb that I’ve already altered my stride. 

Breaking above treeline on the first (and highest) climb of the day. Photo: Manuel Tajada. 

Eventually we break out above treeline and every now and then I get a sense through the swirling 
clouds that the mountains and the views up here are seriously epic, but mostly it’s just cold as shit as 
we climb into the clouds and the rain starts pelting us.  The truly heinous weather conditions near the 

top of the mountain do nothing to dampen the enthusiasm of the gathered, umbrellaed masses who are 



generally screaming, cowbelling, and encouraging all the way up the hill.  The spectators are about 10 
or 12 thousand times more psyched than I currently feel–sitting uncomfortably in 10th place–but I still 

manage to smile often; it’s just hard to not respond to the out-sized enthusiasm. 

Finally over the top of the hill, someone screams Kilian’s lead at me, and I can’t remember what the 
exact gap was but I do remember it was so large (15min?) that I couldn’t believe the spectator would 

think that that information was somehow relevant to me. 

But, I’ve been managing my calories well, and when I hit the downhill and get out of the driving, 
sideways rain and start to regain a little feeling in my hands I trust the lugs on my MT110s and the 

pounding I’ve been giving my quads all summer and I just let it rip.  Within minutes I scoot past Jessed 
on a techy section and I’m in 7th.  The next section cranks up and down on skinny, technical, off-

camber trails mercifully in the trees and I pass Phillip on a rock face so steep that there are fixed ropes.  
I eschew the ropes and just jump down the rocks, gaining energy from the engaging terrain and passing 

people. 

The good vibes continue and I pass another one of those dudes who was killing it on the first climb and 
I’m now in 5th place.  I’m excited that Dakota is obviously still closer to the front, doing the Yanks proud, 
however, I also want to catch him, but every spectator I pass–they were everywhere on the course–will 
only give me time gaps up to Kilian, which are wildly varying–15min, 8min, 10min.  That’s one similarity 

with the US trail racing scene–never trust spectator time gaps. 

I run really hard for the next 10km or so of rolling but generally descending terrain–at the time it feels 
like I’m going harder than I should in the first 20mi of a 9hr race–but my competitive juices are flowing 
and besides, it’s so cold and raining so hard that it’s pretty much the only way to keep warm, despite 

wearing a hooded jacket.  Shortly before Checkpoint 4 (28km) Miguel Heras and Dakota come into sight 
and this is hugely encouraging.  I essentially catch them at the Refugi/aid station but Dakota leaves first 
and Miguel and I leave together.  I’m jazzed by finally catching up and by the throngs of screaming fans, 

so I hike hard on the steep climb out of the Refugi and focus on catching up to Dakota. 

It takes a while–he seems to be moving well–and I don’t pass him until the descending traverse on the 
other side of the climb.  I’m surprised when Dakota doesn’t follow me, but Miguel seems to be hanging 

pretty close still, and I have to remind myself to not push too hard yet–we’re only 33km into the day, 
afterall.  I continue to charge the 11km to the next Checkpoint at Refugi de Prat d’Aguilo (44km) all 

alone.  This section is very high on the mountains–just below the crest on a lot of talus and rockier trail 
and I lament once again that the weather won’t allow us any real views of our surroundings.  There are 

times when the fog’s so thick that I briefly lose the route and I have to stop at intersections and look 
around for the next marker (the course was incredibly well-marked by-the-way; without the fog one 

would almost never be at one flag without being nearly in sight of the next).  Along this section on one of 
the high ridges I cruise by Tofol on an extremely steep little climb–it’s hands-on-the rock scrambling–

and I’m definitely psyched to know that I’m now in 2nd place. 

I have a drop bag at 44km where I plan to restock my gels–I’ve hit 9 in this first 4:53 of racing–so when I 
get there I’m a bit frantic, not wanting to waste too much time getting my bag and filling my bottle, so it 

shocks me a little when I run into Kilian.  (The checkpoints/Refugis are serious mob-scenes.  People are 
packed in, yelling and screaming and smoking and clanging and picture-taking and a lot of the time it’s 
almost hard to even find the refreshment tables let alone keep your wits about you).  Catching Kilian 

surprises me a bit, but again puts some major stoke in the fires–I’ve finally done it, gotten to the front of 
the race. 

Kilian and I leave the aid basically together and right outside the aid he receives a blue puffy jacket from 
a friend–it’s seriously wet and cold–and we start heading up the ensuing 400m (1300′) climb back to the 

highest ridge in tandem.  This is the most sustainedly steep climb of the day and I expect it to take 
25min or so.  Kilian and I do it in 19min, alternating hiking and running, taking the most direct line 
possible.  When Kilian runs he does so with his hands tucked in his insulation-filled pockets.  He’s 

clearly a bit more casual than me, as expected, but we arrive at the summit together and it is downright 
arctic up there.  It’s raining cats and dogs–sideways–and the wind sucks body heat like a vacuum.  I 
lead us across the flat ridge and before long we’re plummeting down a kamikaze descent through 

horse/cow pastures.  The trail is treacherously greasy–and is nothing more than a stock path anyways–
so we run next to it on grippier, close-cropped grass at a break-neck pace.  Again, I generally set the 



pace, a few steps in front of Kilian, and I don’t hold back on the downhill; I can feel myself losing a bit of 
power on the uphills, though, and I’m concerned about getting caught from behind by Dakota or Miguel, 

so I try to keep things fast when I can. 

At the bottom of the hill we jump on a narrow dirt/gravel road that trends downhill and Kilian and I hit this 
hard–I would bet at approximately 6min-flat pace–as it contours/descends below the north face of the 
stunning PedraForca mountain to the next aid at Refugi Lluis Estasen (55km).  I leave the aid a tiny bit 

before Kilian, and a few seconds later a deafening roar erupts from behind me, letting me know that 
Kilian has now left the Refugi as well.  These are the mountains that Kilian grew up in–earlier in the 

week, we visited the school on the other side of the hill where his Mom has taught for the last 23 years–
and the Catalonian support for him is crushing. 

The 3km descent down to the next Refugi is probably the most fun I have all day as it drops 1500′ in 
1.5mi or so.  The track is appallingly steep, technical, slick, and narrow heading straight down through 
very thick forest to the bottom of the canyon.  Both Kilian and I are having trouble with traction and we 
slalom down mostly out of control, jumping down big rocky drops, swinging on trees around corners, 

causing cascades of water to shower down from the leaves.  Much of the time, the trail itself has turned 
into a cascading stream. I push this section as fast as possible, not so much trying to drop Kilian–I know 
that’s a rather futile effort on a techy downhill–but to make sure that we don’t get caught from behind.  
Kilian assures me that no one else would run that section as fast as we just did.  Another highlight of 
this portion of trail was stepping over half a dozen strikingly black and yellow salamanders that are 

sitting right in the middle of the trail. 

At the Refugi, a friend of Kilian’s runs with us briefly and informs us that Dakota is in 3rd place, maybe 
15min back?  As much as divisive nationalism sickens me, I have to admit that I am excited to hear that 

two Americans are sitting in the top-3.  We’ve spent many years at UTMB getting trounced by the 
Europeans, so it feels good to be part of a respectable showing at another high-profile European 

mountain ultra. 

Grunting away while Kilian goofs off. Photo: Jordi Saragossa. 

Out of the Refugi, the trail turns back up for another 400m climb, though, and the inevitable happens: 
Kilian keeps running as I move to a hike on a steeper section and though I keep him in sight for a while 
he eventually disappears up the trail, though at the top spectators tell me he is less than 2min in front.  



Luckily, on the corresponding descent on the other side I find my quads still have plenty of life and I 
spend the next descent pounding gels–one every 10-15min–and running as hard as I can.  Much to my 
surprise, near the bottom Kilian comes back into sight and we again run through the next aid station just 
seconds apart and start the final big climb–a technical 600m (2000′) grunt up to Refugi Jordi (72km) that 

I had previewed earlier in the week. 

Despite chugging Coke at the last aid station, I’m down to my final gel–I guess I hadn’t counted on the 
intensity of the racing in the second half–and once that’s gone I have nothing on this big, technical 

ascent up a stunningly scenic canyon.  Kilian trots away for the final time and I stagger to the top in a 
hypoglycemic daze, desperate for Coke and gummy bears at the summit.  When I get there I set about 
immediately chugging five cups of Coke and the aid workers tell me Kilian has a seven minute gap.  So 

it goes.  If I hadn’t run out of gels I might’ve held it to less than five minutes, but in the end it doesn’t 
really matter.  I charge down the hill leading out of the aid, sucking on a mouthful of gummy bears and 
can tell that the sugar has gone straight to my brain, immediately making me more alert.  There’s one 
final 10min bop up to the last pass of the day, which I feel very strong on and then it’s just maybe 8km 

or so of downhill back down the valley into Baga and the finish. 

The final 2km on pavement into the Baga plaza finish. Photo: Silvia Teres. 

The finish, of course, is exceptional, even if it’s what I’ve come to expect at these Euro mountain races.  
Thousands of high-fiving spectators line the tiny streets and alleys that we navigate back to the town 

square and Depa is on the sound system working the crowd into a frenzy.  I’ve come 2nd and finished 
seven minutes after Kilian, but I’m greeted as if I’ve won the freaking race.  And it’s still pouring rain.  I 

am definitely satisfied to have pulled off my best race of the season in front of such an enthusiastic 



audience and at such a competitive event. 
 


